Analysis of copy number variants in the cattle genome.
Copy number variation (CNV) is likely to be an important component of heritable variation in livestock. To characterise CNVs in cattle, we performed a genome wide survey to determine the number, location and gene content of these genomic features. A tiling oligonucleotide array with ~385,000 probes was used for comparative genomic hybridisation of both taurine and zebu cattle. Using a conservative set of calling criteria, a total of 51 CNV were detected that collectively spanned approximately half of one percent of the bovine genome. The size of the average CNV within each animal ranged from 213 kb up to 335 kb. Half of the CNV were detected in a single animal only, whilst the remainder was independently identified in multiple individuals. Analysis was performed to determine the gene content for each CNV region. This revealed that the majority of CNV (82%) spanned at least one gene, with a number of CNV containing genes which are known to control aspects of phenotypic variation in cattle. Whilst additional studies are required to determine the impact of individual CNV, this study confirmed them as an important class of genomic variation in cattle.